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We chose economy as a topic because it’s a sensitive issue at the moment.  
We see the change of economy with News media which delivers many economy related 
articles everyday.

ECONOMY

CONCEPT



CONCEPT

Past 2-3 years, roller coaster market have been 
making major news headlines.



Is there corelation between stock market price and news articles? 

How both influence each other? 

When media mentions certain companies or industries, does it cause any changes on stock market?  

Stock market change becomes news  > People buy/sell more or less   > Market price changes 

QUESTIONS 
INTERACTION BETWEEN STOCK MARKET PRICE AND NEWS ARTICLE

CONCEPT



Dow Jones index

from 01/01/07 to 10/15/09
This time period includes max and 
min value of index, huge fluctuation 
of economy

Yahoo Finance data

NYT

CNN / FORTUNE 100

Article search API
Daily number of article mentioned, 

Top 5 companies by industries
14 Industries categorized based on the website. 

PROCESS

GETTING DATA



Daily stock index of 
selected companies

Database 

Article search:  
Show article, when the user 
chooses company and date

Number of the articles 
that mentioned the 
company

VISUALIZATION

Mapping data

PROCESS

MINING DATA



INITIAL SKETCHES

First idea:
Compare stock market change(+-) and tone of voice( positive+, negative-) in news 
article in order to find economic change affects people’s tone of voice on the news.
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EVOLVEMENT

Drop down menus
for industries

Related news 
article

20062005

company1
company 2
company1
company 2

20082007 2009

1285.70

banks

Yahoo's Profit Triples Despite 
Sales Decline

airlines IT

372.67
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Navigation for all headlines

Sentimental analysis for each article

Link to actual article to explore more detail

Scaling options

Compare with other companies / industries

Featured time period / company

Categorize by Industry and Article Section 

FURTHER DEVELOPMENT


